10 Reasons to go International
The international marketplace offers a world of business opportunities for
American companies seeking to sell or source products worldwide. Not
only can you tap into a world marketplace of 7 billion people, but according
to business.gov, companies that do international business grow faster and
fail less often than companies that don't.
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10 Reasons to go International
If you are pondering whether to go global, recognize the fact that you are “global ”, in
that you very likely have global competitors.
You are in a competitive global marketplace now.

Objectives of Market Entry
Companies decide to go global and enter international markets for a variety of
reasons, and these different objectives at the time of entry should produce different
strategies, performance goals, and even forms of market participation. However,
companies often follow a standard market entry and development strategy. The most
common is sometimes referred to as the “increasing commitment” method of market
development, in which market entry is done via an independent local partner. As
business and confidence grows, a switch to a directly controlled subsidiary is often
enacted. This internationalization approach results from a desire to build a business
in the country-market as quickly as possible and by an initial desire to minimize risk
coupled with the need to learn about the country and market from a low base of
knowledge.
A few of the more wide-spread reasons are provided below:Reasons to enter the international marketplace and how to enjoy new export
opportunities
1. Increase sales. If your business is succeeding in the U.S., expanding globally
will likely improve overall revenue. Approximately 96% of the world’s
population lives outside of the U.S. and 90% of the world’s population does
not speak English – this suggests customers are global and that if your
company looks beyond the shores of the domestic market, you have some real
upside potential. If your company has a unique product or technological
advantage not available to international competitors then this advantage
should result in major business success abroad. For example, if you run a
software company and add a French and German language version, you are
extending your total market by nearly 200 million.
2. Improve profits. Many export markets are not as competitive as the U.S. and
therefore price pressures are far less – ever wonder why a Jaguar car made in
Coventry, England costs more in Coventry than California? It is common
practice for U.S. products to be sold at a higher price (and margin) in many
export markets – software translated into German is much appreciated by
users in Germany and they will become loyal customers and pay a premium.
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The U.S. company will often enjoy a far less competitive landscape if it goes to
the trouble of localizing.
3. Short-term security. Your business will be less vulnerable to periodic
fluctuations and downturns in the U.S. economy and marketplace.
4. Long-term security. The U.S. is a large, mature market with intense
competition from domestic and foreign competitors. Additionally, the U.S.
currently has excess capacity so international business trade may become a
necessity if you want to keep up in an increasingly global marketplace and
enjoy the potential for cost savings.
5. Increase innovation. Extending your customer base internationally can help
you finance new product development.
6. Exclusivity. Your company’s management may have exclusive market
information about foreign customers/prospects, marketplaces or market
situations that are not known to others.
7. Economies of scale. Exporting is an excellent way to expand your business
with products that are more widely accepted around the world. In many
manufacturing industries, for example, internationalization can help
companies achieve greater scales of economy, especially for companies from
smaller domestic markets. In other cases, a company may seek to exploit a
unique and differentiating advantage (intellectual property), such as a brand,
service model, or patented product. The emphasis should be on “more of the
same,” with relatively little adjustment to local markets, which would
undermine scale economies.
Although the fundamental reason for entering the Global Marketplace is to increase
potential demand, frequently other factors can drive international – market
investment and performance measurement decisions. These include:
8. Education. Under certain circumstances, a company might undertake an
international market entry not solely for financial reasons, but to learn. For
example, the consumer products division of Koc, the Turkish conglomerate,
entered Germany, regarded as the world’s leading market for dishwashers,
refrigerators, freezers, and washing machines in terms of consumer
sophistication and product specification. In doing so, it recognized that its
unknown brand would struggle to gain much market share in this fiercely
competitive market. However, Koc took the view that, as an aspiring global
company, it would undoubtedly benefit from participating in the world’s
toughest market and that its own product design and marketing would
improve and enable it to perform better around the world. In most sectors,
participation in the “lead market” would be a prerequisite for qualifying as a
global leader, even if profits in that market were low. Lead markets include:
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United States for software, Japan for consumer electronics, Italy for fashion,
Germany for automobiles and so on.
It should be noted that if a company is to maximize learning from a lead
market, it should probably participate with its own subsidiary. Learning
indirectly, via a local distributor or partner, is obviously less effective and will
contribute less to the company’s development as a global player.
9. Competitive Strike. Market entry can prompted not by the positive
characteristics of the country identified in a market assessment project, but as a
reaction to a competitors’ moves. A common scenario is market entry as a
follower move, where a company enters the market because a major
competitor has done so. This is obviously driven by the belief that the
competitor would gain a significant advantage if it were allowed to operate
alone in that market.
Another frequent scenario is “offense as defense,” in which a company enters
the home market of a competitor—usually in retaliation for an earlier entry
into its own domestic market. In this case, the objective is also to force the
competitor to allocate increased resources to an intensified level of
competition.
10. Government Incentives (i.e., cash). It is common for governments to
“incentivize” their country’s companies to export. This often results in many
companies entering markets they would otherwise not have tackled. The U.S.
government offers a wealth of help when a company decides to begin
exporting. Export assistance centers provide a one-stop resource and can be
found in over 100 U.S. Cities. The Small Business Administration (SBA) offers
Export Working Capital Programs that include guaranteed loans of $50,000 to
$100,000 to help exporters grow their business.
Summary
International markets evolve rapidly and very often companies struggle to
keep up in terms of their strategy. It is therefore reasonable to deduce that
many companies’ international operations will consist of a collage of countrymarket operations that pursue different objectives at any one time. This, in
turn, suggests that most companies would adopt different entry modes for
different markets. More commonly, however, is for companies to evolve a
template that is followed in almost all markets. This usually starts with market
entry via an indirect distribution channel, usually a local independent
distributor or agent.
As there are at least 10 good reasons to go global, there is no right or wrong
approach to entering the International market. Different circumstances will be
prevalent in different markets and for different companies. In all cases I
strongly advise serious thought and much preparation. Research foreign
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markets, perform due diligence on foreign partners, protect intellectual
property and understand the customer culture of your overseas operations.
By taking your products or services international, you are replicating your
business for another set of circumstances, a different locale and culture, with a
different market, demands, needs and expectations. Is it worth it? Absolutely.
If you do your homework and get some help from locals and professionals,
going global could be one of the smartest and most profitable moves you've
ever made. Otherwise, you may be overlooking increased sales, new
knowledge and experience and most importantly…. higher profits.
© 2011 Richard P. Biggs. All rights reserved.
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Richard is an International business development
expert, former CEO and serial entrepreneur. Over the
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American based companies. Richard has taken
companies from sectors including consumer electronics,
software, manufacturing and technology into the EU,
Middle East, Asia and Australasia. He has also been
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Who we are
Atlantric is an International Accelerator and formed via an alliance of international
specialists located in the U.S., France, Germany and the U.K. Atlantric is focused on
helping North American companies establish or expand their presence in Europe and
beyond. We provide international strategic support and practical implementation
services, as well as cross cultural management and preparation. The Atlantric team of
local market entry experts have collectively the global expertise needed to rapidly and
effectively enter most sizeable export markets.
What we do
Atlantric is a full-service resource for American companies looking to grow oversees.
Our impartial consulting advice provides knowledgeable, practical and focused
growth driven strategies. Opportunity evaluation, readiness assessment, strategy,
operational execution and outsourcing are among our services.
Each company’s needs are unique – so Atlantric offers a continuum of involvement
from strategy and support through to complete turnkey operational management and
outsourcing. We can create a customised package of expert assistance that dovetails
with your existing capabilities and needs.
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March’s eNewsletter summaries
are provided below. If you
would like to receive the three
trial issues, please go to:

www.synergy-usa.com/eNews.html.
How a $3 million/yr Company was Acquired for nearly $20 million: in 6 Months
Mark Paul
Are you looking for ways to increase the value of your company? As one CEO found out: Attracting
significantly more “A” customers, while decreasing expenses is the surest way.
How to Improve Your Company’s Cash Flow
Patrick Wheeler
Do you need extra cash? Are you searching for new sources of capital to help you survive & thrive? This article is
for nonfinancial CEOs and discusses the different “levers” you can pull to improve your cash flow.
Using HR to Boost Company Performance
Iris Sasaki
If you are interested in dramatically increasing your employees’ and managers’ performance, there is a
little-known secret that will leverage your strengths – and those around you – to accomplish far more.
Simplifying the Sales and Channel Strategy
Bill Etheredge
Is your sales and channel strategy defined? Have you assessed the effectiveness of existing strategies? Are changes in
market conditions causing chaos in your strategy? This article defines what to do to boost effectiveness.
How to Really Get Things Done
Alexander Stein
Are you always short on time? Does your To-Do list only get longer? Are you at the end of your rope with
trying to get ahead? In this article, learn how to get you and your business ticking.
How to maximize the value of IT in your business - IT Outsourcing
Manoj Garg
You know that you spend a lot of money on IT and that you need to maximize the value of your investments in IT.
Do you know if you have made the right decisions on make vs. buy on IT functions and services?
Are You Jumping on the Lean Bandwagon?
Rick Pay
Are you trying to reduce operations cost – and considering Lean Manufacturing? Companies are climbing on the
Lean bandwagon in droves, but how do you know if Lean is the right approach for your organization?
Got Heart?
Dan Duggan
Is morale an issue at your company? Do employees act listless? Is absenteeism beginning to be a problem? Learn
how to recognize and transform “lost heart” into “loving your work”.
Ten Reasons to go International
Richard Biggs
If you are pondering whether to go global, recognize the fact that you are already “global”, in that you very
likely have global competitors. You are in a competitive global marketplace.
Engineering Resources: Captive or Consultant?
Mike Miles
Too many projects and too little staff? Can’t afford to hire anyone full-time? This article outlines how CEOs can
clarify what is important in choosing to hire technical staff or to retain an outside consultant.
Can you do it in 6:40?
Dave Yewman
Chances are your presentations are too long. Why? Because everyone’s presentations are too long. So how do
you fix that? Here’s one option, a radical option. Are you feeling brave?
How to Find & Attract Capital to Grow Your Company
Brent Freeman
If you have ever had to find capital to grow your company, this article will show you how prepare critical
documents required to find capital from non-traditional sources.

This is the third edition of a three-month trial of the Build Your Business eNewsletter. We are
interested in your thoughts via a survey. To receive past months’ articles and to take the
survey, please ‘subscribe’ at www.synergy-usa.com/eNews.html. Thank you.
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